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of Federal Regulations is amended as 
set forth below.
Barton ). Roth,
Acting Director, Office of Procurement, 
Assistance and Program Management.

Title 48 CFR Chapter 9 is amended as 
set forth below:

PART 970— DOE MANAGEMENT AND 
OPERATING CONTRACTS

1. The authority citation for part 970 
continues to read as follows:

Authority: Sec. 161 of the Atomic Energy 
Act of 1954 (42 U.S.C. 2201). sec. 644 of the 
Department of Energy Organization Act, Pub. 
L. 95-91 (42 U.S.C. 7254). sec. 201 of the 
Federal Civilian Employee and Contractor 
Travel Expenses Act of 1985 (41 U.S.C. 420) 
and sec. 1534 of the Department of Defense 
Authorization Act, 1988, Pub. L. 99-145 (42 
U.S.C. 7256a), as amended.

2. Part 970 is amended by adding a 
new § 970.0901, Management Controls, 
to read as follows:
970.0901 Management controls.

(a) As a management and operating 
contractor, the contractor shall develop 
and maintain systems of management 
and quality control to discourage waste, 
abuse, and fraud; and to ensure 
components, products, and services 
provided DOE meet’s the specifications.

(b) As a part of the required overall 
management structure, the contractor 
must maintain management control 
systems which:

(1) Are documented and satisfactory 
to DOE;

(2) Ensure that all levels of 
management are accountable for 
effective management systems and 
internal controls within their areas of 
assigned responsibility;

(3) Cover both programmatic and 
administrative functions;

(4) Provide reasonable assurance that 
Government resources are safeguarded 
against theft, fraud, waste, and 
unauthorized use;

(5) Promote efficient and effective 
operations;

(6) Ensure that all obligations and 
costs incurred are in compliance with 
the contract’s terms and conditions and 
intended purposes;

(7) Properly record, manage, and 
report all revenues, expenditures, 
transactions and assets;

(8) Maintain financial, statistical and 
other reports necessary to maintain 
accurate, reliable, and timely 
accountability and management 
controls;

(9) Are periodically reviewed to 
ensure they are adequate to provide 
reasonable assurance that the objectives 
of the system are being accomplished 
and that these controls are working 
effectively;

(10) Are in accordance with the 
Comptroller General’s standards for 
internal controls, as set forth in the 
General Accounting Office Policy and 
Procedures Manual For Guidance To 
Federal Agencies, chapter 3 of title 2 
(Oct 1984), as amended.

(c) As a management and operating 
contractor, the contractor shall also 
develop and maintain a baseline 
program of quality assurance that will 
implement documented performance 
and quality standards, and management 
controls and assessment techniques to 
ensure components, services, and 
products meet DOE’s, design agency and 
other governing and applicable 
specifications.

3. A new § 970.5204-20 is added to 
read as follows:
970.5204-20 Management controls.

(a) The contractor shall be responsible 
for maintaining, as an integral part of its 
organization, effective systems of 
management controls for both 
administrative and programmatic 
functions. Management controls 
comprise the plan of organization, 
methods and procedures adopted by

management to reasonably ensure that: 
The mission and functions assigned to 
the contractor are properly executed; 
efficient and effective operations are 
promoted; resources are safeguarded 
against theft, fraud, waste, and 
unauthorized use; all obligations and 
costs that are incurred under the 
contract are in compliance with 
applicable clauses and other current 
terms, conditions, and intended 
purposes; all revenues, expenditures, 
and all other transactions and assets are 
properly recorded, managed, and 
reported; and financial, statistical, and 
other reports necessary to maintain 
accountability and managerial control 
are accurate, reliable, and timely. The 
systems of controls employed by the 
contractor shall be documented and 
satisfactory to DOE. Such systems shall 
be an integral part of the contractor’s 
management functions, including 
defining specific roles and 
responsibilities for each level of 
management, and holding employees 
accountable for the adequacy of the 
management systems and internal 
controls in their areas of assigned 
responsibility. The contractor shall, as 
part of the internal audit program 
required elsewhere in this contract, 
periodically review the management 
systems and internal controls employed 
in programs and administrative areas to 
ensure that they are adequate to provide 
reasonable assurance that the objectives 
of the system are being accomplished 
and that these systems and controls are 
working effectively.

(b) The contractor shall be 
responsible for maintaining, as a part of 
its operational responsibilities, a 
baseline quality assurance program that 
implements documented performance, 
quality standards, and control and 
assessment techniques.
[FR Doc. 91-30078 Filed 12-16-91: 8:45 am) 
B1LUMQ CODE 6450-01-«
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This section of the FEDERAL R EGISTER 
contains notices to the public of the 
proposed issuance of rales and 
regulations. The purpose of these notices 
is to give interested persons an 
opportunity to participate in the rule 
making prior to the adoption of the final 
rules.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

Agricultural Marketing Service

7 CFR Part 979 

[Docket No. FV -91-4S0]

South Texas Melons; Amended 
Expenses end Establishment of 
Assessment Rate

AGENCY; Agricultural Marketing Service, 
USDA.
action: Proposed rule.

SUMMARY; This proposed rule would 
increase the level of authorized 
expenses and establish the assessment 
rate under Marketing Order No. 879 for 
the 1991-92 fiscal period; Authorization 
of this budget would permit the South 
Texas Melon Committee (committee) to 
incur expenses that are reasonable and 
necessary to administer the program. 
Funds to administer this program are 
derived from assessment on handlers. 
dates; Comments must be received by 
December 31,1991.
ADDRESSES: Interested persons are 
invited to submit written comments 
concerning this proposal. Comments 
must be sent in triplicate to the Docket 
Clerk, Fruit and Vegetable Division,
AMS, USDA, P.O. Box 96458, room 2525- 
S, Washington, DC 28090-6456. 
Comments should reference the docket 
number and the date and page number 
of this issue of the Federal Register and 
will be available for public inspection in 
the Office of the Docket Clerk during 
regular business hours.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 
Martha Sue Clerk, Marketing Order 
Administration Branch, Fruit and 
Vegetable Division, AMS, USDA, P.O. 
Box 96456, room 2525-S, Washington,
DC 20090-6456, telephone 202-720-2020. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: This rule 
is proposed under Marketing Agreement 
No. 15ft and Order No, 979 (7 CFR Part 
979), regulating the handling of melons 
grown in South Texas. The marketing 
agreement and order are effective under

the Agricultural Marketing' Agreement 
Act of 1937, as  amended (7 U.S.G. 801— 
674), hereinafter referred to as the Act.

This rule has been reviewed5 by the 
Department o f Agriculture in 
accordance with Departmental 
Regulation 1512-T and the criteria 
containedln Executive Order12291 and 
has been determined to be a “non- 
major” rule.

Pursuant to the requirements set forth 
in the Regulatory Flexibility Act (RFA), 
the Administrator of the Agricultural 
Marketing Service (AMS) has 
considered the economic impact of this 
proposed rule on small entities.

The purpose of the RFA is to* fit 
regulatory actions to the scale of 
business subject to such actions in order 
that small businesses will not be unduly 
or disproportionately burdened; 
Marketing orders issued pursuant to die 
Act, and the rules issued thereunder, are 
unique in diet they are brought about 
through group action of essentially small 
entities acting on their own behalf.
Thus, both statutes have small entity 
orientation and compatibility.

There are approximately 27 handlers 
of South Texas melons under this 
marketing order, and approximately 27 
producers. Small agricultural producers 
have been defined by the Small 
Business Administration [13- CFR 
121.601) as those having annual receipts 
of less than $500,000, and small 
agricultural service films are defined as 
those whose annual receipts are less 
than $3,500,000.. The majority of South 
Texas melon producers and handlers 
may be classified as small entities.

The budget of expenses for the 1991- 
92 fiscal period was prepared by the 
South Texas Melon Committee, the 
agency responsible for local 
administration of the marketing order, 
and submitted to the Department of 
Agriculture for approval. The members 
of the committee are handlers and 
producers of South Texas melons, They 
are familiar with the committee’s needs 
and with the costs of goods and services 
in their loeal area and are thus in a 
position to formulate an appropriate 
budget. The budget was formulated and 
discussed in a public meeting. This, all 
directly affected persons have had an 
opportunity to participate and provide 
input.

The assessment rate recommended by 
the committee was derived by dividing 
anticipated expenses by expected

shipments of South Texas melons. 
Because that rate will be applied to 
actual shipments, it must be established 
at a rate that will provide sufficient 
income to pay the committee’s expenses.

Committee administrative expenses of 
$93,187, recommended in a mail vote 
completed September 19,1991, were 
approved on November 13,1991, and 
published in the Federal Register on 
November 19,1991, (56 FR 58302). The 
committee subsequently met on 
November 18,1991, and unanimously 
recommended funding for several 
research, and promotion projects and 
adjustments to a number of the 
previously approved administrative 
items. The 1991-02 budget of $285,309.51 
is $6,180.51 more than the previous year. 
Major increases in the manager and 
field salaries, rent and utilities; field 
travel, and research categories would be 
partially offset by decreases in the office 
salary and promotion categories.

The Committee also unanimously 
recommended an assessment rate of 
$0.05 per carton of melons, $0.01 more 
than last season. This rate, when 
applied to anticipated shipments of 6 
million cartons of melons, would yield 
$300,000 in assessment income. This 
would be adequate to cover budgeted 
expenses. Funds in the reserve as of 
October 31,1991, estimated at 
$287,210.22, were within the maximum 
permitted by the order of two fiscal 
periods’ expenses.

While this action would impose some 
additional costs on handlers, the costs 
are in the form of uniform assessments 
on ail handlers. Some of the additional 
costs may be passed on to producers. 
However, these costs would be offset by 
the benefits derived from the operation 
of the marketing order. Therefore, the 
Administrator of the AMS has 
determined that this action would not 
have a significant economic impact on a 
substantial number of small entities.

This action should be expedited 
because the committee needs to have 
sufficient funds to pay its expenses 
which are incurred on a continuous 
basis. The 1991-92 fiscal period for the 
program began on October 1,1991, and 
the marketing order requires that the 
rate of assessment for die fiscal period* 
apply to all assessable South Texas 
melons handled daring the fiscal period!. 
In addition, handlers are aware of this 
action which was recommended by the 
committee at a public meeting.
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Therefore, it is found and determined 
that a comment period of 10 days is 
appropriate because the amended 
budget and assessment rate approval for 
this program needs to be expedited.
List of Subjects in 7 CFR Part 979

Marketing agreements, Melons, 
Reporting and recordkeeping 
requirements.

For the reasons set forth in the 
preamble, it is proposed that 7 GFR part 
979 be amended as follows:

PART 979— MELONS GROWN IN 
SOUTH TEXAS

1. The authority citation for 7 CFR 
part 979 continues to read as follows:

Authority: Secs. 1-19,48 Stat. 31, as 
amended: 7 U.S.C. 801-674.

2. Section 979.214 is revised to read as 
follows:
§ 979.214 Expenses and assessment rate.

Expenses of $285,309.51 by the South 
Texas Melon Committee are authorized 
and an assessment rate of $0.05 per 
carton of regulated melons is 
established for the fiscal period ending 
September 30,1992. Unexpended funds 
may be carried over as a reserve.

Dated: December 11,1991.
William ). Doyle
Associate Deputy Director, Fruit and 
Vegetable Division.
[FR Doc. 91-29990 Filed 12-16-91: 8:45 am] 
BUXINQ CODE 3410-02-M

7 CFR Part 1205 

[CN-91-002]

Amendment to the Cotton Board Rules 
and Regulations

a g en c y : Agricultural Marketing Service, 
USDA.
ACTION: Proposed rule.
sum m ary: The Agricultural Marketing 
Service proposes to amend the Cotton 
Board Rules and Regulations in order to 
implement recent amendments to the 
Cotton Research and Promotion Order.

These proposed amendments to the 
rules and regulations would establish 
procedures for calculating, collecting, 
and remitting assessments on imported 
cotton and cotton-containing products.

A de minimis figure based on the 
value of imported cotton per line item 
entry would be established to lessen the 
administrative burden of collecting 
import assessments while providing for 
maximum participation of imports of 
cotton in the assessment provisions. 
Imported cotton and Cotton-containing 
products containing cotton equal in

56, No. 242 /  Tuesday, December 17,

value or less than the de minimis figure 
would not be subject to assessment.

Procedures by which refunds of 
producer assessments are obtained 
would be removed from the regulations 
so that the regulations conform to the 
provisions of the Cotton Research and 
Promotion Act Amendments of 1990 
which eliminated the refund provision.

Exemptions from assessment would 
be set forth in these amendments to the 
regulations along with procedures 
importers would follow to obtain 
reimbursement of assessments paid on 
imported cotton and textile products 
which were not subject to assessment 
would also be established.
DATES: Written comments concerning 
the proposed rule must be sent in 
triplicate and received no later than 
January 16,1992.
ADDRESSES: Written comments should 
be sent to: Craig Shackelford, USDA, 
AMS, Cotton Division: P.O. Btox 96456; 
room 2641-S; Washington, DC 20090- 
6456. All comments will be made 
available for public inspection at the 
Office of the Docket Clerk dining regular 
business hours. In addition, comments 
concerning the information collection 
requirements should be sent to: Office of 
Information and Regulatory Affairs, 
Office of Management and Budget, 
Washington, DC 20503, Attention Desk 
Officer for Agricultural Marketing 
Service, USDA. All comments should 
reference the date and page of the 
Federal Register publication.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 
Craig Shackelford (202) 720-2259. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: This 
proposal would amend the Cotton Board 
Rules and Regulations in order to 
implement the amendments to the 
Cotton Research and Promotion Order 
which were issued pursuant to the 
Cotton Research and Promotion Act 
Amendments of 1990 enacted by 
Congress under subtitle G of title XIX of 
the Food, Agriculture, Conservation and 
Trade Act of 1990 on November 28,1990.

A proposed rule amending the Cotton 
Research and Promotion Order was 
published for public comment on April
10,1991. The proposed amendment to 
the Order was published on July 9,1991. 
The proposed amendment was approved 
by a majority (60 percent) of importers 
and producers of cotton voting in a 
referendum conducted July 17-26, and is 
required to be published in the Federal 
Register as a final Order amendment.

This proposed rule has been reviewed 
in accordance with Executive Order 
12291 and Departmental Regulation 
1512-1 and has been determined to be a 
non-major rule since it does not meet the 
criteria for a major regulatory action.

1991 /  Proposed Rules

The Administrator, Agricultural 
Marketing Service (AMS), has certified 
that this action would not have a 
significant economic impact on a 
substantial number of small entities as 
defined in the Regulatory Flexibility Act 
(5 U.S.C. 601 etseq.).

There are an estimated 210,000 
producers and 650 collecting handlers 
who are presently subject to rules and 
regulations issued pursuant to the 
Cotton Research and Promotion Order. 
There are also an estimated 10,000 
importers that would become subject to 
the rules and regulations. The majority 
of these producers, handlers and 
importers would be classified as small 
businesses under the criteria established 
by the Small Business Administration.

Under this proposed amendment, 
refunds to producers would be 
eliminated. Therefore, it is estimated 
that $42,075,853, for 1991, collected by 
handlers from producers would not be 
subject to refunds. At current refund 
rates of approximately 34 percent, 
$13,965,790 of the estimated $41,075,853 
would be retained by the Research and 
Promotion program. The economic 
impact of the proposed elimination of 
refunds is not expected to be significant. 
It is expected that assessments from 
imports would total $6,785,816, including 
reimbursements, and that the total 
program would generate an estimated 
total of $47,861,669 based on the 1991 
forecast. Therefore, the economic impact 
o£an assessment on importers is not 
expected to be significant. The economic 
impact of the other amendments to the 
regulations as described in the preamble 
is also not expected to be significant. 
Furthermore, the Research and 
Promotion program is expected to 
benefit producers, handlers and 
importers by expanding and maintaining 
new and existing markets.

The proposed rules and regulations 
impose recordkeeping and reporting 
burdens on importers and producers.
The recordkeeping burden should 
average approximately .25 hours per 
year per person. The reporting burden 
should be approximately 6,174 hours 
per year. Therefore, the economic 
impact of these burdens would not be 
significant.

Accordingly, the Administrator of the 
Agricultural Marketing Service has 
determined that this action would not 
have a significant economic impact on a 
substantial number of small entities.

In compliance with Office of 
Management and Budget (OMB) 
regulations (5 CFR part 1320) which 
implement the Paperwork reduction Act 
(PRA) of 1980 (44 U.S.C. 3501 et. seq.) the 
information collection and
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recordkeeping requirements for 
domestic handlers and producers 
contained in this subpart have been 
previously approved by OMB and 
assigned control number 0581-0093.

Implementation of the provisions of 
the Cotton Research and Promotion Act 
Amendments of 1900 would require 
comparable information collection 
requirements for importers. The 
information collection and 
recordkeeping requirements for 
importers contained in this subpart have 
been previously approved by OME and 
have also been assigned control number 
0581-0093.

Based on comparable research and 
promotion programs, it would require 
approximately 10 minutes for an 
importer to complete a reporting form 
and approximately 10 minutes to 
complete a reimbursement or exemption 
application. There would be an 
estimated 1,000 importers per year 
subject to these information collection 
requirements. Reporting forms would be 
filed on a monthly basis and 
reimbursement or exemption 
applications would be filed when 
necessary yielding, an estimated annual 
burden of4080 hours. Importers would 
be expected to maintain and make 
available to the Secretary such books 
and records as necessary to carry out 
the provisions of the Order and 
regulations. Importers would be required 
to retain such records for at least two 
years beyond the marketing year of their 
applicability.

Two respondents commented on the 
proposed reporting and recordkeeping 
requirements for importers contained in 
the proposed Order, published in the 
Federal Register on April 10,1991 [FR 
14482}. The comments expressed 
concerns that the proposed requirements 
may be overly burdensome, overly 
broad and violative of the Paperwork 
Reduction Act.

The agency disagreed and responded 
by stating that the U.S. Customs Service 
would as the collecting agency for 
import assessments. Almost all 
information required under this proposal 
would be available from records already 
maintained by importers under the 
Customs Service requirements. The 
Department intends to rely greatly on 
records maintained by the Customs 
Service and records maintained by 
importers under Customs Service 
requirements for its administration and 
enforcement of the provisions of the 
proposed regulations. We anticipate that 
importers would be required to provide 
additional reports and records only on 
occasions when additional information 
is needed as evidence or reimbursement 
of assessments.

Comments concerning the information 
collection requirements contained in this 
action should be sent to the Office of 
Information and Regulatory Affairs, 
Office of Management and Budget, 
Washington, DC 20503. Attention: Desk 
Officer for Agricultural Marketing 
Service, USD A.

This proposal is promulgated to 
implement the Cotton Research and 
Promotion Act Amendments, of 1990 and 
provisions of die amended Cotton 
Research and Promotion Order. The 
proposed amendments to the Cotton 
Board Rules and Regulations are 
discussed in the following paragraphs 
which are arranged by subject.
Definitions

The terms “importer”, “import”, 
“cotton”, “industrial products”, and 
“Customs Service” would be defined in 
Section 1205.500.
General

Section 1205.505 “Communication” 
would be amended by removing the 
term “refund” and replacing it with the 
term “reimbursement".
Assessments

Section 1ZQ5.510 "Levy of 
assessments” would be amended by 
adding the title “Producer assessments” 
to paragraph (a}, redesignating 
paragraphs (b) and (c) as (a)(1) and
(a)(2) respectively, and adding a new 
paragraph (b)(1) through (b)(6) to 
provide for importer assessments. The 
manner in which importer assessments 
would be determined, the amounts of 
assessment, and the supplemental 
assessment for imported cotton would 
be established. The proposed 
amendments to the regulations would 
also contain the procedures for 
collecting importer assessments.. The 
assessment rate on imported cotton 
would be $1 per bale. For the purpose of 
assessing imported cotton or the cotton 
content of imported products, a bale of 
cotton would be equivalent to 500 
pounds or 220.8 kilograms. The $1 per 
bale assessment would be converted to 
a value per kilogram to facilitate the 
U.S. Customs Service in collecting 
assessments on the cotton content of 
imported products.

The supplemental assessment ore 
imported cotton and the cotton content 
of imported products would be levied at 
six tenths of one percent of the 
historical value of the cotton. A 
supplemental assessment of six tenths 
of one percent of the value of the eotton 
is currently levied on domestically 
produced cotton.

The average price received by 
producers for a calendar year for

Upland- cotton in the U.S. weighted by 
monthly marketings would be used as 
the value of imported cotton for the 
purpose of levying the supplemental 
assessment on imported cotton. This 
would approximate as nearly as is 
practical the value of domestically 
produced cotton and insure that 
supplemental assessments to be paid by 
importers are determined in a fair and 
equitable manner. The average price 
received by U.S. farmers weighted by 
marketings for the calendar year 1990 
was 056 cents per pound or 1.448 dollars 
per kilogram. The figure of 1.446 dollars 
per kilogram would be used as the value 
of imported cotton for the purpose of the 
assessment calculation for imported 
cotton during, the calendar year 1992. 
This value would be calculated annually 
by the Secretary and published in this 
subparf. The average price of 65.6 cents 
per pound for calendar year 1990 was 
obtained from Agricultural Prices, a 
publication- of the National Agricultural 
Statistics Service of the Department of 
Agriculture.

Several years ago, the United States 
converted to the eleven digit 
Harmonized Tariff Schedule (HTS) in 
classifying imports. The USD A has 
published data on the raw fiber content 
of textile imports for over 20- years. For 
over 2000 cotton-containing HTS 
classifications, conversion factors have 
been developed and updated by the 
USD A to determine the raw fiber 
equivalence contained m the end 
product. These factors are utilized for a 
variety of purposes including estimating 
the raw fiber content equivalence of 
cotton imported into the U.S. The 
agency proposes to use these conversion 
factors to reflect the cotton content of 
imported cotton products for assessment 
purposes. These conversion factors were* 
compiled by the Economic Research 
Service of tile USDA through extensive 
contacts with textile manufacturers and 
represent the predominant raw fiber 
cotton equivalents for the specific HTS 
classifications.

The agency has determined that the 
use of these factors is justified in view 
of alternatives. For example, the 
anticipated burden resulting from 
calculating cotton content for each 
individual product prior to entry would 
make such an alternative costly, 
undesirable, and impractical.

A fable would list the HTS 
classification numbers representing 
imported cotton and cotton-containing 
products subject to assessment, the 
conversion factors, and the assessment 
per kilogram for each product, except in 
the case of raw catton„ for which there 
would be no conversion factor in the
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table. HTS classification numbers would 
be listed in the left hands column of the 
table.

In determining which HTS 
classifications would be assessed under 
this proposal, the primary objectives 
were to meet the intent of the Cotton 
Research and Promotion Act 
Amendments of 1990 by maximizing 
participation of cotton imports in the 
assessment provision of the Act, while 
at the same time, minimizing the burden 
of administering those provisions. More 
than 2,400 HTS textile classifications 
contain cotton. However, out of this 
total, approximately 700 classifications 
account for approximately 97 percent of 
the annual volume of imported cotton 
textiles and apparel. The agency 
determined to propose limiting 
assessments to this lower number, 
thereby exempting a large number of 
low volume categories.

The cotton content of industrial 
products is also not subject to 
assessment Industrial products would 
include such cotton-containing items as 
tubes, pipes, hoses, belting material, and 
tires, all of which are reinforced with or 
in some way composed, in part, of 
cotton but, are not classified under the 
HTS textile classification numbers. 
Certain cotton-containing textiles would 
also be considered industrial products, 
and would therefore not be included in 
the table listing products subject to 
assessments. Such products would 
include textile products classified in 
chapter 59 of the Harmonized Tariff 
Schedule that include cotton-containing 
textile fabrics coated, impregnated, 
covered, or laminated with other 
materials, textile piping and tubing, and 
belting.

By limiting the assessment to the 700 
HTS classifications, the administrative 
burdens on all those who are involved in 
the assessment program would be 
reduced. At the same time, the vast 
majority of the volume of cotton textiles 
and apparel imported into the U.S. 
would be assessed.

The corresponding conversion factor 
for each HTS classification number 
would be listed in the center column of 
the table in the regulations listing 
classifications of imported cotton and 
cotton-containing products subject to 
assessment. The total assessment per 
kilogram for each HTS number would be 
indicated in the right hand column. The 
total assessment per kilogram would be 
applied to the net weight of the product 
entered on the Customs entry 
documentation form and would take into 
account the cotton content of each 
kilogram.

An example of the table is as follows:

HTS classification Conversion
factor Cents/kg

6205202065.............. 0.9961 1.3035
(Mens cotton shirts)

The assessment per kilogram (not 
including the conversion factor) 
represents the sum of the assessment 
and the supplemental assessment. An 
example of how the assessment per 
kilogram would be calculated is as 
follows.
One bale is equal to 500 pounds.
One kilogram equals 2.2046 pounds.
One pound equals 0.453597 kilograms. 
One dollar per bale assessment 
converted to kilograms:
A 500 pound bale=226.8 kg.

(500 X.453597)
$1 per bale assessment=$0.002000 per 

pound (1-7-500)=$0.004409 per kg. 
(1-4 226.8).

Supplemental assessment of 6/10 of 1 
percent of the value of the cotton 
converted to kilograms:
Average price received or average

value=$0,656 per pound=$1.446218 
per kg. (0.658 X 2.2046)

6/io of one percent of the average price 
in kg.=$0.008677 per kg.
(1.446 X.006).

Total assessment per kilogram:

$1 per bale equivalent = $0.004409 per kg. 
assessment

Supplemental 4- $0.008677 per kg.
assessment

total assessment per = $0.013088
kg.

The total assessment per kilogram in 
the right hand column of the table would 
be the product of the conversion factor 
for the HTS classification and the base 
assessment per kilogram calculated 
above. An example would be: HTS code, 
6205202065 (Men’s Cotton Shirts)

conversion factor 0.9961 
assessment per kg. x 1.3086 cents
total assessment = 1.3035 cents per kg.

Prior to the publication of this 
proposal, the Agency received 
comments from importers and from 
others, including the U.S. Customs 
Service regarding the payment of 
assessments on domestically produced 
cotton reimported into the U.S. The 1990 
Act Amendments provide that the 
Secretary shall establish procedures to 
ensure that the Upland cotton content of 
imported products is not subject to more 
than one assessment under this title.

One suggestion from an importer was 
to reduce foe assessment rate by foe 
percentage of U.S. produced cotton 
exported to foe U.S. from foreign 
countries, or reduce foe assessment by a 
percentage equal to foe average return 
rate of U.S. produced cotton. In 1983 and 
again in 1987, foe Economic Research 
Service of foe USDA published reports 
identifying raw fiber equivalents of U.S. 
textile imports, by country of origin. The 
reports listed foe return rates for U.S. 
produced cotton from 28 countries. The 
basic assumption made to support foe 
estimates was that the proportion of 
foreign mill use of U.S. produced cotton 
was assumed to represent the return 
ratio for foreign textile products. This 
was said to be valid in textile producing 
countries where very little semi- 
processed fabric is imported for apparel 
manufacture and subsequent export. 
However, foe import and export of semi- 
processed products appears to be on the 
increase globally. Additional 
calculations and assumptions were 
made to account for foe movement of 
semi-processed products.

The U.S. Customs Service, which 
would collect foe assessments on 
imported cotton, expressed concern over 
implementation of a collection system 
with assessment rates dependent upon 
foe country of origin. Customs Service 
representatives Have informed us that 
computer software development for 
such a system of varying rates would 
present very difficult problems.

jtt was foe view of some importers, 
that under a system with assessment 
rates varying by country of origin the 
potential exist for substantial handling 
cost per line item entry being passed to 
foe importer. Presumably this potential 
would be greater in a situation where 
foe importer uses an agent to perform 
the import transaction.

In foe absence of current estimates on 
foe U.S. produced cotton content of 
textile imports and other pertinent 
information, foe need to minimize 
administrative cost and burdens, foe 
proposed regulation does not include a 
reduction in foe assessment rate to 
account for foe U.S. produced cotton 
content in imported cotton products.

Section 1205.510 would provide 
exemptions from assessments for 
importers in foe following four 
situations.

The amendments to foe Act provide 
that foe term “cotton” shall not include 
any entry of imported cotton having a 
weight or value less than any de 
minimis figure as established by 
regulation. In foe final rule implementing 
procedures for the conduct of referenda 
in connection with foe Cotton Research
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and Promotion Order, a de minimis 
value of $220.99 per line item entry was 
established. This de minimis figure 
reflects only the value of cotton in each 
line item entry of imported product 
shown on the Customs Service entry 
documentation. Eligibility of importers 
to vote in the referendum conducted in 
July 1991, which approved the amended 
Cotton Research and Promotion Order, 
was in part determined by whether an 
importer had entered a value of cotton 
greater than the de minimis amount into 
the U.S.

The agency established the $220.99 
per line item entry de minimis value 
based on its determination that the 
amount of estimated assessment 
collected on a value of cotton which 
was less than $220.99 would not be 
sufficient to adequately cover the 
estimated amount that the U.S. Customs 
Service would charge for collecting the 
assessment. According to the 
amendments to the Act, the Customs 
Service is to be reimbursed for the 
reasonable cost of collecting the 
assessment. The Act further states that 
the de minimis figure should be such as 
to minimize the burden in administering 
the import assessment but still provide 
for the maximum participation of 
importers of cotton in the assessment 
provision. On that basis, the agency 
viewed the $220.99 de minimis as 
consistent with the provisions of the 
Act.

Importers have suggested that the de 
minimis figure is too low and that it 
should be raised substantially. A 
substantial increase in the de minimis 
value appears unwarranted and would 
be inconsistent with the Act. Using 
$220.99 per line item entry as the 
minimis value of cotton, the minimum 
assessment collected would be 
approximately $2.00, which exceeds the 
anticipated cost of collecting the 
assessment and which would satisfy the 
goal of providing for maximum 
participation of importers of cotton in 
the assessment program.

Two examples are provided below to 
show how the de minimis value might 
effect the payment of assessment.
Example 1

HTS 6205202065, Men’s Cotton Shirts:

Net weight...................... 235.50 kg-
Conversion factor......... . X 0.9961

Cotton content.............. — 234.58 kg.
Cotton value per kg...... . X $1,446

Total cotton value.... . = $339.20

: Since the value of the cotton in the
line item entry is greater than $220.99 an

assessment would be paid. The 
multiplication oflhe net weight times 
the assessment per kilogram from the 
table reveals the amount of the 
assessment.

Net weight.........................  234.58 kg.
Assessment per kg...........x 1.3049 cents

Assessment...................  $ 3.06

Since $2.00 in assessment would be 
due on a $220.99 de minimis value of 
cotton, the importer could calculate the 
assessment first and then determine 
whether to pay the assessment or not by 
noting if the assessment per line item 
entry is greater than or less than $2.00.
Example 2

This example shows an entry for 
which no Research and Promotion 
assessment would be paid because the 
value of the cotton is not greater than 
the de minimis value of $220.99.

HTS code, 6205202065, men’s cotton 
shirts:

Net weight..........................  137.2800 kg.
Conversion factor.............x 0.9961

Cotton content....................=  136.7446 kg.
Cotton value per kg..........x $ 1.446

Total cotton value........ =  $197.73

Entries of HTS classifications 
identified in the assessment table of this 
proposal that qualify for informal entry 
according to regulations issued by the 
Customs Service would not be subject to 
assessment.

Section 1205.510 would provide 
exemption from assessments for specific 
HTS classifications in which U.S. 
produced cotton frequently reenters the 
U.S. Textile articles assembled abroad 
from U.S. cut and formed fabrics 
represent a significant number of entries 
recorded by the Customs Service. These 
products can reenter the U.S. under 
special access programs having special 
Customs statistical notations. 
Classification of entries, on the Customs 
entry documentation, identified by HTS 
numbers beginning with (9802) would 
identify these products for exemption 
from assessment at the time of entry.

An importer would be able to obtain 
an exemption from assessment for 
cotton and products composed of U.S. 
produced cotton, or cotton which is 
other than Upland cotton prior to entry 
of the products. Exemptions would be 
made for a specified weight of an HTS 
classification to be imported during a 
specified 90 day period. The specified 
weight of the HTS classification could 
be imported in more than one shipment,

but all such shipments would be 
imported during the period designated 
for the exemption. The Cotton Board 
would assign a numerical designation to 
the exemption which the importer would 
include on the Customs entry 
documentation to indicate exemption for 
the entry. The exemption number would 
be valid only for the specified HTS 
classification, weight, and time period.

The importer would submit 
documentation supporting the request 
for exemption to the Cotton Board prior 
to the estimated date of entry. 
Documentation submitted by the 
importer as evidence that the imported 
product is composed of U.S. produced 
cotton or cotton which is other than 
Upland cotton would provide the basis 
for the exemption.

Documentation should include (1) the 
name, address, and importer 
identification number for the importer;
(2) the HTS classification of the 
imported product; (3) weight of the 
product for which the exemption is 
sought; (4) estimated date of entry; (5) 
commercial invoices; (6) documentation 
indicating the origin or type of the 
cotton fiber used to produce the 
imported product; and (7) 
manufacturer’s description of the 
imported product.

The United States Customs Service of 
the United States Department of the 
Treasury would be designated in 
§ 1205.511 as the organization which 
would collect importer assessments. The 
agency is currently working with the 
Customs Service to incorporate 
assessment calculations into the 
computerized Customs entry system.

Two new sections, 1205.514 and 
1205.515, would indicate the time at 
which importers would pay the 
assessment.

Section 1205.514 has been 
redesignated as 1205.516 and revised to 
indicate the type of information that 
may be requested from importers by the 
Secretary or the Cotton Board. Since the 
Customs Service would act as the 
collecting agent for importer 
assessments, no regularly scheduled 
reporting to the Cotton Board would be 
required. The availability of periodic 
reports from importers could be needed 
to assist the Cotton Board in resolving 
any claims that may arise and also for 
ascertaining compliance.

Section 1205.520 would be revised to 
eliminate procedures for cotton 
producers to obtain refunds. This is in 
accordance with the Cotton Research 
and Promotion Act Amendments of 
1990.

The section as amended would 
provide the procedure for importers to
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obtain a reimbursement for assessments 
paid on imported cotton or products not 
subject to assessment. Such cotton and 
products would include, but would not 
be limited to the cotton content of 
imported products that contained U.S. 
produced cotton or cotton that is other 
than Upland cotton. The reimbursement 
would be made for the portion of the 
assessment paid on said cotton.
Warehouse Receipts

Section 1205.525 “Entry of gin code 
number” would be amended by 
removing the date from the section and 
revising the text for clarity.

Conforming changes and section and 
paragraph redesignations would also be 
made in the regulations for die purpose 
of clarity and organization.
List of Subjects in 7 CFR Part 1295

Advertising, Agricultural research, 
Cotton, Marketing agreements,
Reporting and record keeping 
requirements.

For the reasons set forth in the 
preamble, 7 CFR part 1205 is proposed 
to be amended as follows:

PART 1205— CO TTO N  RESEARCH 
AND PROMOTION

1. The authority citation for part 1205 
continues to read as follows:

Authority: 7 USC 2101-2118.
2. The authority citation for subpart 

Cotton Board Rules and Regulations is 
removed.

3. Section 1205.500 “Terms defined” is 
amended by adding paragraphs (o), (p), 
(q). and (r) to read as follows:
Definitions
§ 1205.500 Terms defined.
* * * * dr

(0) Importer m esas  any person who 
enters, or withdraws from warehouse, 
cotton for consumption in the customs 
territory of the United States and impart 
means any such entry.

(p) Customs Service means the United 
States Customs Service of the United 
States Department of Treasury.

(q) Cotton means:
(1) all Upland cotton harvested in the 

United States, and, except as used in 
section 7(e) of the Act includes 
cottonseed of such cotton and the 
products derived from such cotton and 
its seed, and

(2) imports of Upland cotton, including 
the Upland cotton content of the 
products derived thereof. The term 
cotton shall not, however, include

(i) any entry of imported cotton by an 
importer which has a value or weight 
less than a de minimis amount

established in regulations issued by the 
Secretary and

(itf industrial products as that term is 
defined by regulation.

(r) Industrial products means cotton- 
containing products which are classified 
in the Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the 
United States under classifications other 
than textile classifications. Certain 
cotton-containing textile products under 
textile classifications shall also be 
considered to be industrial products, 
and are therefore not included in the 
table appearing in these regulations as 
products subject to assessment. Such 
products include, but are not limited to 
textile fabrics coated, impregnated, 
covered, or laminated, with other 
materials, textile piping and tubing, and 
belting materials.
General

4. Section 1205.505 “Communication” 
is revised to read as follows:
§ 1205.505 Communication.

All reports, request, applications for 
reimbursements, and communications in 
connection with the Cotton Research 
and Promotion Order shall be addressed 
as follows: Cotton Board, Post Office 
Box 2121, Memphis, Tennessee, 38101- 
2121.
Assessments

5. Section 1205.510 “Levy of 
assessments” is revised to read as 
follows:
§ 1205.510 Levy of assessments.

(a] Producer assessments. An 
assessment of $1 per bale for cotton 
research and promotion is hereby levied 
on each bale of Upland cotton that is 
produced from cotton harvested and 
ginned except cotton consumed by any 
governmental agency from its own 
production. Such assessment shall be 
payable and collected only once on each 
bale.

{1} A supplemental assessment for 
cotton research and promotion in 
addition to the $1 per bale assessment 
provided for in paragraph (a) of thia 
section, is hereby levied on each bale of 
Upland cotton harvested and ginned 
except cotton consumed by any 
governmental agency from its own 
production. The supplemental 
assessment rate shall be levied at the 
rate of six-tenths of one percent of:
(i) The current value of the cotton 

multiplied by the number of pounds of 
lint cotton or;

(iij The current value of the cotton 
converted to a fixed amount per bale as 
reflected in the following assessment 
chart:

A s s e s s m e n t  C h a r t  1

Current value (cents per pound)
Supplemental 
assessm ent, 

dollars per bale

00 to 9.99...................................... .15
10 00 to  1 9 9 9 ................................... .45
20.00 to 29 .99 ........ „........................ .75
30 00 to 39.99....................... „......... 1.05
40.0010 49.99................................... 1.35
5000 to 5 9 9 9 ................................... 1.65
60 00 to  69 .99....................... ........... 1.95
70 00 to 79.99................................... 2.25
SO 00 to 09 99 2.55
90 00 to 99 9 9 ......... ......................... 2.35
100 00 to 109.99............................... 3.15
110 00 to 119.99............................... 3.45

1 A ssessm ent is calculated in 6/10 of 1 percent of 
tiie midpoint of each 10$ increm ent based on a  BOO 
lb. baie and converted to a fixed amount per bale.

(2) Each marketing year the collecting 
handler must select one of the two 
options for collecting the supplemental 
assessment as provided in paragraph 
(a)(1) of this section. The handler shall 
notify the Cotton Board as to the method 
selected at the time the handler files the 
first handler report each marketing year.

(b) Importer assessment. An 
assessment for cotton research and 
promotion of $1 per bale is hereby 
levied on each bale of cotton, or the bale 
equivalent thereof for cotton in cotton- 
containing products identified in the 
HTS conversion factor table in 
paragraph (b)(3) of this section and 
imported into the United States on or 
after (insert effective date of final rule). 
The $1 per bale assessment shall be 
converted to a fixed amount per 
kilogram to facilitate the U.S. Customs 
Service in collecting this assessment.

(1) A supplemental assessment for 
cotton research and promotion in 
addition to the $1 per bale assessment 
provided for in paragraph (b) of this 
section is hereby levied on each bale of 
cotton or bale equivalent of cotton in 
cotton-containing products, identified in 
this subpart, imported into the United 
States on or after (insert effective date 
of final rule). The supplemental 
assessment shall be levied at the rate of 
6/10 of 1 percent of die historical value 
of cotton as determined by the 
Secretary. The rate of the supplemental 
assessment on imported cotton will be 
the same as that levied on cotton 
produced within the United States. The 
supplemental assessment will be 
calculated as a fixed amount per 
kilogram and added to the $1 per bale or 
bale equivalent assessment to facilitate 
the Customs Service in collecting 
assessments.

(2) The average of monthly average 
prices received by U.S. farmers will be 
calculated annually. Such average will 
be used as the value of imported cotton
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for the purpose of levying the 
supplemental assessment on imported 
cotton and will be expressed in 
kilograms. The value of importedcotton 
for the purpose of levying this 
supplemental assessment for the period 
January 1,1992 through December 31, 
1992 is $1,446 per kilogram.

(3) The following table contains the 
Harmonized Tariff Schedule 
classification numbers and 
corresponding conversion factors and 
assessments. The left column of the 
table indicates the HTS classifications 
of imported cotton and cotton- 
containing products subject to 
assessment. The center column 
indicates the conversion factor for 
determining the raw fiber content for 
each kilogram of the HTS. HTS numbers 
for raw cotton have no conversion factor 
in the table. The right column indicates 
the total assessment per kilogram of the 
article assessed. Any line item entry of 
cotton appearing on Customs entry 
documentation in which the value of the 
cotton contained therein is less than 
$220.99 will not be subject to 
assessments as described in this section.

Im p o r t  A s s e s s m e n t  T a b l e

[Raw Cotton Fiber!

HTS classification Conversion
factor Cents/KG.

5201001000........... .0000 1.3086
5201002000........... .0000 1.3086
5201002010........... .0000 1.3086
5201002020........... .0000 1.3086
5201002050........... .0000 1.3086
5204110000........... 1.1111 1.4540
5204200000........... 1.1111 1.4540
5205111000........... 1.1111 1.4540
5205121000........... 1.1111 1.4540
5205122000........... 1.1111 1.4540
5205131000........... 1.1111 1.4540
5205141000........... 1.1111 1.4540
5205210000........... 1.1111 1.4540
5205220000........... 1.1111 1.4540
5205230000........... 1.1111 1.4540
5205240000........... 1.1111 1.4540
5205250000........... 1.1111 1.4540
5205310000........... 1.1111 1.4540
5205320000........... 1.1111 1.4540
5205330000........... 1.1111 1.4540
5205340000........... 1.1111 1.4540
5205410000........... 1.1111 1.4540
5205440000........... 1.1111 1.4540
5206120000........... 0.5556 0.7271
5206130000........... 0.5556 0.7271
5206140000........... 0.5556 0.7271
5206230000........... 0.5556 0.7271
5206240000........... 0.5556 0.7271
5206310000........... 0.5556 0.7271
5207100000........... 1.1111 1.4540
5208112040........... 1.1455 1.4990
5208112090........... 1.1455 1.4990
5208114060........... 1.1455 1.4990
5208124020........... 1.1455 1.4990
5208124040........... 1.1455 1.4990
5208124090........... 1.1455 1.4990
5208126020........... 1.1455 1.4990
5208126040........... 1.1455 1.4990
5208126060........... 1.1455 1.4990
5208128020........... 1.1455 1.4990

Im p o r t  A s s e s s m e n t  T a b l e — Continued Im p o r t  A s s e s s m e n t  T a b l e — Continued
[Raw Cotton Fiber] [Raw Cotton Fiber]

HTS classification Conversion
factor Cents/KG.

5208128090........... 1.1455 1.4990
5208130000........... 1.1455 1.4990
5208192020........... 1.1455 1.4990
5208192090........... 1.1455 1.4990
5208194020........... 1.1455 1.4990
5208194090........... 1.1455 1.4990
5208196090........... 1.1455 1.4990
5208224040........... 1.1455 1.4990
5208224090........... 1.1455 1.5006
5208226020........... 1.1455 1.4990
5206228020........... 1.1455 1.4990
520823000Q........... 1.1455 1.4990
5208292020........... 1.1455 1.4990
5208294090........... 1.1455 1.4990
5208296090........... 1.1455 1.4990
5208298020........... 1.1455 1.4990
5208312000........... 1.1455 1.4990
5208323020........... 1.1455 1.4990
5208323040........... 1.1455 1.4990
5208323090........... 1.1455 1.4990
5208324020........... 1.1455 1.4990
5208324040........... 1.1455 1.4990
5208325020........... 1.1455 1.4990
5208330000........... 1.1455 1.4990
5208392020........... 1.1455 1.4990
5208392090........... 1.1455 1.4990
5208394090.... ...... 1.1455 1.4990
5208396090........... 1.1455 1.4990
5208398020........... 1.1455 1.4990
5208412000........... 1.1455 1.4990
5208416000........... 1.1455 1.4990
5208418000........... 1.1455 1.4990
5208421000........... 1.1455 1.4990
5208423000........... 1.1455 1.4990
5208424000........... 1.1455 1.4990
5208425000........... 1.1455 1.4990
5208430000........... 1.1455 1.4990
5208492000........... 1.1455 1.4990
5208494090........... 1.1455 1.4990
5208496090........... 1.1455 1.4990
5208498090........... 1.1455 1.4990
5208516060........... 1.1455 1.4990
5208523020........... 1.1455 1.4990
5208523040........... 1.1455 1.4990
5208523090........... 1.1455 1.4990
5208524020......... 1.1455 1.4990
5208524040........... 1.1455 1.4990
5208524060........... 1.1455 1.4990
5208530000........... 1.1455 1.4990
5208592020........... 1.1455 1.4990
5208592090........... 1.1455 1.4990
5208594090........... 1.1455 1.4990
5208596090........... 1.1455 1.4990
5209110020........... 1.1455 1.4990
5209110030........... 1.1455 1.4990
5209110050........... 1.1455 1.4990
5209110090........... 1.1455 1.4990
5209120020........... 1.1455 1.4990
5209120040........... 1.1455 1.4990
5209190020........... 1.1455 1.4990
5209190040........... 1.1455 1.4990
5209190060........... 1.1455 1.4990
5209190090........... 1.1455 1.4990
5209220020........... 1.1455 1.4990
5209290040........... 1.1455 1.4990
5209290090........... 1.1455 1.4990
5209313000........... 1.1455 1.4990
5209316030........... 1.1455 1.4990
5209316090........... 1.1455 1.4990
5209320020........... 1.1455 1.4990
5209320040........... 1.1455 1.4990
5209390020........... 1.1455 1.4990
5209390040........... 1.1455 1.4990
5209390060........ 1.1455 1.4990
5209390080........... 1.1455 1.4990
5209390090........... 1.1455 1.4990
5209413000........... 1.1455 1.4990

HTS classification Conversion
factor

5209416020........... 1.1455
5209420020........... 1.0309
5209420040........... 1.0309
5209430020........... 1.1455
5209430040........... 1.1455
5209490020........... 1.1455
5209490090........... 1.1455
5209516030........... 1.1455
5209516050........... 1.1455
5209590020........... 1.1455
5209590090.... 1.1455
5210114020........... 0.6873
5210114040........... 0.6873
5210116020....... 0.6873
5210116040........... 0.6873
5210116060........... 0.6873
5210120000........... 0.6873
5210192090........... 0.6873
5210216060........... 0.6873
5210314020........... 0.6873
5210316020........... 0.6873
5210318020........... 0.6873
5210416000........... 0.6873
5210418000........... 0.6873
5210514040........... 0.6873
5210516020........... 0.6873
5210516040........... 0.6873
5210516060........... 0.6873
5211190020........... 0.6873
5211190060........... 0.6873
5211290090........... 0.6873
5211390060........... 0.6873
5211490020........... 0.6873
5211490090........... 0.6873
5211590020........... 0.6873
5212236060........... 0.9164
5601101000........... 1.1455
5601102000........... 1.0413
5601210010........... 1.1455
5601210090........... 1.1455
5601220010........... 1.0413
5601220090........... 1.0413
5601290090........... 0.9730
5601300000........... 1.1455
5602109010........... 1.0629
5602109090........... 0.5727
5602210000........... 1.0629
5602290000........... 1.1455
5603001090........... 1.0413
5603009010........... 0.1041
5603009030........... 0.3124
5603009050........... 0.3124
5603009070........... 0.3124
5603009090........... 0.3124
5604900000........... 0.5556
5606000000........... 0.3030
5607100000........... 0.8791
5607210000........... 0.8791
5607290000........... 0.8791
5607301000........... 0.8791
5607302000........... 0.8791
5607411000........... 0.8081
5607413000........... 0.8081
5607491000........... 0.8081
5607491500........... 0.8081
5607492500........... 0.8081
5607493000........... 0.8081
5607502000........... 0.8081
5607504000........... 0.8081
5607902000........... 0.8889
5608110000........... 1.0101
5608110090........... 1.0101
5608191010........... 1.0101
5608191020........... 1.0101
5608192000........... 1.0101
5608901000........... 1.1111
5608902000........... 1.1111

Cents/KG.

1.4990
1.3490
1.3490 
1 4990
1.4990
1.4990
1.4990
1.4990
1.4990
1.4990
1.4990 
0.8994 
0.8994 
0.8994 
0.8994 
0.8994 
0.8994 
0.8994 
0.8994 
0.8994 
0.8994 
0.8994 
0.8994 
0.8994 
0.8994 
0.8994 
0.8994 
0.8994 
0.8994 
0.8994 
0.8994 
0.8994 
0.8994 
0.8994 
0.8994 
1.1992
1.4990
1.3626
1.4990
1.4990
1.3626
1.3626 
1.2733
1.4990
1.3909 
0.7494
1.3909
1.4990
1.3626 
0.1362 
0.4088 
0.4088 
0.4088 
0.4088 
0.7271 
0.3965
1.1504
1.1504
1.1504
1.1504
1.1504
1.0575
1.0575
1.0575
1.0575
1.0575
1.0575
1.0575
1.0575 
1.1632
1.3218
1.3218
1.3218
1.3218
1.3218
1.4540
1.4540
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Im p o r t  A s s e s s m e n t  Ta b l e — Continued
[Raw Cotton Fiberl

HTS classification Conversion
factor Cents/KG.

5608903000.......... j 1.0101 1.3218
5609003000.......... . 1.0101 1.3218
5609004000.......... . 0.5556 0.7271
5702202000...... „..J 1.0989 1.4380
5702491010...... - J 1.0333 1.3322
5702991010....... .... 1.1111 . 1.4540
5703100000.......... 1 0.6313 0.8261
5704900000......... .J 0.2104 0.2753
5801100000.......... 3 1.0629 1.3909
5801220000.......... . 1.1455, 1.4990
5801230000......... J 1.1455 1.4990
5801250010....... 1.1455 1.4990
5801250020...... 1.1455 1.4990
5801310000.......... J 1.0413 1.3626
5801330000.......... 1.0413 1.3626
5801350010....... „.J 1.0413 1.3626
5Rrti«Knni>n 1.0413 1 3626
5802190000.......... 1.1455 1.4990
5802300030.......... 1 0.5727 0.7494
5804210000....... 1.0413 1.3626
san4?nnn5>n 1.1455 1.4990
5805004090.......... 1.1447 . 1.4980
5806102000.......... i 1.041.3 . 1.3626
5806200000.......... 0.3534 0.4625
5806310000........ 1.1455 1.4990
5806321010.... ..... i 1.0413 , 1.3626
5806321090........ ..J 1.0413 1,3626
5806322000....... ...j 1.0413 1.3626
5806392000........... 1.14-47 . 1.4980
5806400000.... ..... J 0.4296 0.5622
5807101020.... .. 1.0413 1,3626
5808103010.... ......: 0.5727 0.7494
5808900010....... 0.5727 . 0.7494
5810910020.......... . 1.1455 1.4990
5810920040.... ..... . 1 0413 1.3626
5810920080.......... . 1.0413 . 1.3626
5811002000_____; 1.1455 . 1.4990
5811003000.... ....... 1.0413 1.3626
6002302000....... „J 0.9996 1,3081
6002920000_____ ! 1.1574 . 1,5446
6101200010.... ......J 1.0094 1.3209
6101302010....... 1.2235 . 1,6011
6101302020.... ..... . 1.2235 1.6011
6102200010.... ..... : 1.0094 1.3209
6102302010.......... . 1.2235 1.6011
6102302020........ J 1.2235 1,6011
6103421020.... . ! 0.8806 1.1524
6103421040.......... . 0.8806 1.1524
6103421050.......... J 0.8806 1.1524
6103421070.......... 0.8806 1.1524
6103431520......... j 0.2516 0.3292
6103431540.......... J 0.2516 0.3292
6103431550......... J 0.2516 0.3292
6104220040.......... 0.9002 . 1.1780
6104220060.......... 0.9002 1.1780
6104320000.......... . 0.9207 1.2048
6104410010.......... 1 0.9645 1.2621
6104420010.......... J 0.9002 1.1780
6104420020........... 0.9002 1.1780
6104431010.......... j 0.4823 •0.6311
6104432010.......... ; 0.0636 0.0832
6104510000 0 9978 1.3057
ßirvdspooin 0.9312 1:2196
6104520020........ J 0.9312 1.2186
6104532010.......... i 0.0658 00861
6104622010 .........: 0.8806 1 1524
6104622025........... 0.8806 1.1524
fii04R?2nan 0.8806 1 1524
6104822060.......... i 0.8806 1.1524
6104632010 ' ’ 0.3774 0.4939
6104632025 I 0.3774 0.4939
6104832030........  J 0.3774 0.4939
6104632060........ J 0.3774 0.4939
6105100010_____ J 0.9850 , 1.2690
6105100020 1 0.9850 - 1.2890
6105100030..... .....J 0.9850 1.2890
6105202010........ 0.3078 0.4028

Im p o r t  A s s e s s m e n t  T a b l e — Continued
IRaw  Cotton Fiberl

HTS classification Conversion
factor Cents/KG.

€105202030........... 0.3078 0.4028
6106100010.......... . 0.9850 1.2890
€106100020.......... . 0.9850 1.2890
€106100030....... 0.9850 1.2890
6106202010......... J 0.3078 0.4028
6106202030.......... 0.3078 0.4028
6106901010....... _J 0.8G80 1.0573
R in 7 iin n in 1.1322 1.4816
6107110020....... _J 1.1322 1.4816
6107120010....... _J 0.5032 0.6585
6107210010....... .... 0.8806 1.1524
6107220025........... 0.3774 0.4939
«108110010.......... i 1.1314 1.4806
€108210010......... J 1.2445 1.6286
6t08210020....... .J 1.2445 1.6286
6108220020....... .... 1.1314 1.4806
6108220030....... ' J i 1.1314 1.4806
6108310010....... .. 1.1201 1.4658
6108320010.......... ; 0.2489 0.3257
6108320015™ ™ J 0.2489 0.3257
6108320025......... j 0.2489 0.3257
6106910015...... _ J 1.2445 1.6286
6108910025....... J 1.2445 1.6286
6108910030....... „J 1.2445 1.6286
RinAOpnnrv) 0.2489 0.3257
6108994010....... „J 1.1790 1 5428
6109100005.......... J 0.9956 1.3028
6109100007.......... ; 0.9956 1.3028
6109100009..... . 0.9056 1.3028
6109100012......... J 0.9956 1.3028
6109100014.......... j 0.9956 1.3028
6109100018.......... J 0.9056 1.3028
6109100023....... „.i 0.9956 1.3028
6109100027_____ J 0.9956 1.3028
6109100037......... J 0.9956 1.3028
6109100040.... ..... 1 0.9956 1.3028
6109100045.... 0.9956 1.3028
6109100060.... .....J 0.9956 1.3028
6109100065.......... . 0.9956 1.3028
6109100070.... ......i 0.9956 1.3028
6109901007.... „....; 0.3111 0.4071
6109901009 0.3111 0.4071
6109901025.... ..... i 0.3111 • 0.4071
6109901050_____ i 0.3111 0.4071
6109901060.... ..... ! 0.3111 0.4071
6109901065_____ ; 0.3111 0.4071
6109901090_____ ; 0.3111 0.4071
6110101010...___ ; 1.2330 1.6135
6110101020.... ......i 1.2330 1.6135
6110*02010...... ....J 0.8631 1.1295
6110*02030_____ j 0.8631 1.1295
6110102070_____ J 0.8631 1.1295
6110102080.... ...... 0.6631 1.1295
6110202005.... ...... 1.1837 1.5490
6110202010.... ..... i 1.1837 1.5490
6110202015_____ ; 1.1837 1.5490
6110202020_____ ; 1.1837 1.5490
6110202025........... 1.1837 1.5490
6110202030........... 1.1837 1.5490
6110202035........... 1.1837 1.5490
6110202040........... 1.1574 1.5146
6110202045........... 1.1574 1.5146
6110202065........... 1.1574 1.5146
6110202075........... 1.1574 1.5146
6110301510........... 0.4932 0:6465
6110301520.......... j 0.4932 0.6454
6110301560_____ i 0.4932 06454
6110303010_____ J 0.1850 0.2421
6110303015™ — 1 0.1850 0.2421
6110303020..... ....J 0.1850 0.2421
6110303025.......... i 0.1850 0.2421
6110303040_____ 0.1850 03421
6100303045_____ J 0.1850 0.2421
6110303050.......... 0.1850 0.2421
6110303055.......... 0.1850 0.2421
6110900022.......... 0.2630 0.3442
6110900024_____ J 0.2630 0.3442

Im p o r t  A s s e s s m e n t  T a b l e — Continued
IRaw  Cotton Fiberl

HTS classification Conversion
factor Cents/KG.

6110909036........... 0.3902 0.5106
6110900038.......... , 0.3902 0.5106
6110900040.......... 0.2630 03442
6110900042.......... 0.2630 0.3442
6110900090..... — i 0.2630 03442
6111201000........... 1.2581 1.6463
6111302000........... 1,2581 1.6463
61112030DQ.......... . 1.0064 13170
6111205000.......... * 1.0064 1.3170
6111206010.......... 1.0064 1.3170
6111206020™  „„ 10064 13170
6111206030........... 1.0064 1.3170
6111206040........... 1.0064 13170
6111305015.......... i 0.2516 0.3292
6111305020........... 0.2546 : 0 3292
6111305040.......... . G.2516 03292
6112110050........... 0.7548 0.9677
6112120010_____ <1251S 03292
6112120030........... 0.2516 0.3292
6112120040........... 0.2516 03292
6112120050........... 0.2516 0.3292
8112120060........... G.2S16 03292
6112390010..... „ 1.1322 1.4816
6112490010.......... , 0.9435 1.2347
6113000085........... 0.4783 0.6259
6114200005........... 0.9002 1.1780
6114200010.......... j 0.9002 1.1780
6114200015_____ 0.9002 1.1780
6114200020.......... . 1.2860 1.6829
6114200040........... 0.9002 1.1760
6114200052_____ 0.9002 1.1780
6114200060........... 0.9002 1.1780
6114301020........... 0.2572 03366
€114303030........... 0.2572 0.3366
611-4303950........... 0.2572 0.3366
6115110010........... 1.0522 1.3769
6115110020........... 1.0522 1.3789
6115120000........... 1.0522 1.3769
6115190010........... 1.0417 1.3632
« 11  sponm  n ........ 1.0522 1.3769
6115910000........... 0.8681 1.1360
6115922000....... .. 1.0417 1.3632
6115932000..™ ™ 0.2315 0.3029
6116101510.... ....... 0.3655 0.4783
6116101520....... .. 0.8528 1.1160
6116102510.... ....... 0.3323 0.4348
6116103520.... ....... 0.7753 1.0146
6116103540.... .... 0.8079 1.0572
6116910000.... ......: 0.9137 1.1957
6116922010.... ....... 1.0965 1.4349
6116922020_____ 1.0965 1.4349
6116922030_____ | 1.2183 1.5943
6116922040.... - ..J 1.0955 1.4349
6116922060.... ..... } 1.2183 1.5943
6116923000.... ...... 1.0965 1.4349
6116931000_____ 1.1076 1.4494
6146932010_____ 0.1218 0.1594
6146932020 0.1218 0.1594
6117401000..^___J 1.0280 1.3452
6117800010--------1 0.9747 1.2755
6117800035 0.3655 0.4783
6117900036....— J 1.1076 1.4494
6117900056__ ™ J 1.1076 1.4494
6201110010_____ J 0.9774 1.2790
6201121000_____; 0.9480 1.2406
6201122010.... 0.8953 1.1716
6201122050.......... j 0.6847 0.8960
6201122060_____ j 0.6847 0.89«)
6201131000.......... 0.9576 1.2531
6201134015_____ _ 0.2107 0.2757
6201134030.......... j 0.2633 0.3446
6201912010_____ J 0.9554 1.2502
6201921000.......... i 0.9267 1.2127
6201921500.......... 1.1583 1.5158
6201922010 ! 1.0296 1.3473
6201922030.......... \ 1.2871 1.6843
620T922040..____ j 1.2871 1.6843
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Import Assessm en t T able— Continued
[Raw Cotton Fiber!

HTS classification Conversion
factor Cenfs/KG.

6201922050........ . 1.0296 1.3473
6201922060..... ..... 1,0296 1.3473
6201931000.......... 0.3089 0.4042
6201932020........ . 02574 0.3368

1.53116201933000_____ 1.1700
6201933510_____ 0.2574 0.3368
6201933520.......... 0.2574 0.3368
6202110010.......... 0.0650 0.0851
6202121000.......... 0.9372 12264
6202122010_____ 1.1064 1.4478

f.70346202122025........... 1.3017
6202122050........... 0.8461 1.1072
6202122060........... 0.8461 1.1072

126766202131000_____ 0.9687
6202134005........... 0.2664 02486
6202134020........... 0.3330 0.4358
6202134030........... 0.3330 0.4358
62029120t0 0.9663 1.2645
6202921000........... 1.0413 1.3626
6202921500........... 1.0413 1.3626
6202922025_____ 1.3017 1.7034
6202922060..... ...... 1.0413 1.3626
6202922070__ __ 1.0413 1.3626
6202931000........... 0.3124 0.4088
6202934500........... 1.1833 1.5485
6202935010........... 0.2603 0.3406
6202935020........... 0.2603 0.3406

.6203112000........... 0.1301 0.1702
6203121000........... 0.5435 0.7112
6203122010........... 0.1302

1.1833
0.1704
1.54856203193000...;.......

6203221000........... 1.3017 1.7034
6203322010........... 1.2366 1.6182
6203322040_____ 1.2366 1.6182
6203332010........... 0.1302 0.1704
6203392010........... 1.1715 1.5330
6203411010........... 0.9448 1.2364
6203422010........... 0.9961 1.3035
6203422025............ 0.9961 1.3035
6203422050™____ 0.9961 1.3035
6203424005..... . 1.2451 1.6293
6203424010........... 1.2451 1.6293
6203424015........... 0.9961 1.3035
6203424020 1.2451 1.6293
6203424025........... 1.2451 1.6293
6203424030........... 1.2451 1.6293
6203424035........... 1.2451 1.6293
6203424040........... 0.9961 1.3035
6203424045........... 0.9961 1.3035
6203424050........... 0.9238 1.2089
6203424060........... 0.9238 1.2089
6203431500........... 0.1245 0.1629
6203433010_____ 0.5199 0.6803
6203434010........... 0.1232 0.1612
6203434020........... 0.1232 0.1612
6203434030 0.1232 0.1612
6203434040 0.1232 0.1612
6203492010........... 0.1245 0.1629
6203492030........... 0.1245 0.1629
6203403045 02490 0.3258
6203493060 0.1244 0.1628
6204132010........... 0.1302 0.1704
6204192000_____ 0.1302 0.1704
6204193090_____ 02603 0.3406
6204221000........... 1.3017 1.7034
6204223030.... ...... 1.0413 1.3626
6204223040........... 1.0413 1.3626
6204223050 ___ 1.0413 1.3626
6204223060._____ 1.0413 1.3626
6204223065 1.0413 1.3626
6204292015_____ 0.3254 0.4258
6204292040_____ 02254 0.4258
6204312010_____ 0.0650 0.0851
6204322030_____ 1.0413 1.3626
6204335010___ 0.1301 0.1702
6204393010...™ 0.1301 0.1702
6204394040_____ 0.1301 0.1702

Import Assessm en t T able— Continued
[Raw Cotton Fiber]

HTS classification Conversion
factor Cents/KG.

6204394060_____ 0.2603 0.3406
6204423010 1.2728 1 fifiSß
6204423030 0 9546 1 P4Q?
6204423040.......... 0.9546 1 PA  92
6204423050.......... 0.9546 1 2492
6204423060 0.9546 1 2492
6204434010.... ...... 0.4724 0.6182
6204434030 0.2953 03864
6204434040........... 0.2953 03864
6204444010 0 4831 O R322
6204490040 0.1301 0.17Q2
6204490060........... 0.2603 03406
6204522010........... 1.2654 1.6559
6204522030........... 1 2654 1.6559
6204522040.......... . 1 2654 1 $559
6204522070........... 1.0656 1.3944
6204522080........... 1.0656 1.3944
6204533010........... 0.2664 03486
6204593010........... 0.0666 0.0872
6204594040........... 0.1331 0.1742
6204594060........... 0.2664 0.3486
6204610016 0.0623 0 0815
6204622010........... 0.9961 13035
6204622025........... 0.9961 1.3035
6204622050........... 0.9961 1.3035
6204624005........... 1.2451 1.6293
6204624010........... 1.2451 1.6293
6204624020........... 0.9961 13035
6204624025........... 1.2451 1.6293
6204624030........... 1.2451 1.6293
6204624035........... 1.2451 1.6293
6204624040..... ..... 1.2451 1.6293
6204624045..... ..... 0.9961 13035
6204624050........... 0.9961 1.3035
6204624055........... 0.9854 1.2895
6204624060........... 0.9854 1.2895
6204624065........... 0.9854 13985
6204633510........... 0.2546 0.3332
6204633530™........ 0.2546 0.3332
6204633532........... 0.2437 0.3189
6204633540........... 0.2437 0.3189
6204692510........... 0.2490 0.3258
6204692540_____ 0.2437 03189
6204693040........... 0.1244 0.1628
6204699040........... 0.2490 0.3258
6205202015........... 0.9961 1.3035
6205202020_____ 0.9961 ' 1.3035
6205202025_____ 0.9961 1.3035
6205202030........... 0.9961 1.3035
6205202035._____ 1.1206 1.4664
6205202046........... 0.9961 1.3035
6205202050_____ 0.9961 1.3035
6205202060........... 0.9961 1.3035
6205202065_____ 0.9961 13035
6205202070........... 0.9961 1.3035
6205202075........... 0.9961 1.3035
6205302010........... 0.3113 0.4074
6205302030_____ 0.3113 0.4074
6205302040........... 0.3113 0.4074
6205302050........... 0.3113 0.4074
6205302070........... 0.3113 0.4074
6205302080_____ 03113 0.4074
6206100040........... 0.1245 0.1629
6206303010_____ 0.9961 1.3035
6206303030_____ 0.9961 1.3035
6206303040........... 0.9961 1.3035
6206303050........... 0.9961 1.3035
6206303060_____ 0.9961 1.3035
6206403010__ 03113 04074
6206403030........... 0.3113 0.4074
6206403050_____ 0.3113 0.4074
6206900040_____ 0.2490 0.32S8
6207110000__ ___ 1.0852 1.4201
6207190010_____ 03617 0.4733
6207210010™____ 1.1085 1.4506
6207210030........... 1.1085 1.4506
6207220000.™....... 03605 0.4835

Import Assessm en t T able— Continued
[Raw Cotton Fiber]

HTS classification Conversion
factor Cents/KG.

6207911000.......... 1.1455 1 4990
620R2tnnm 1.0583 1 3849
6208210020 1.0583 1.3849
6208220000.......... 0.1245 0.1829
6208911010 1.1455 1 4990
6208913010.......... 1.1455 1.4990
6208920010........... 0.1273 0.1666
6208920030........... 0.1273 0.1666
6208996030.......... 1.0965 1.4349
6209201000.......... 1.1577 1.5150
6209203000.......... 0.9749 1.2758
6209205030.......... 0.9749 1.2758
6209205035.......... 0.9749 1.2758
6209205040........... 1.2186 1 5947
6209205045........... 0.9749 1.2758
6209205050........... 0.9749 1.2758
6209303020........... 0.2463 0.3223
6209303040........... 0.2463 0.3223
8210104015........... 0.2291 0.2998
6210301020........... 0.0891 0.1166
6210401010........... 0.0391 0.0512
6210401020 0.4556 0.5962
6210401030........... 0.4556 0.5962
6210501020........... 0.0911 0.1192
6211111010........... 0.1273 0.1866
6211111020........... 0.1273 0.1666
6211112010........... 1.1455 1.4990
6211112020..... ..... 1.1455 1.4990
6211201535........... 0.2473 0.3238
6211320010........... 1.0413 1.3626
6211320015.......... . 1.0413 1.3626
621132G030........ . 0.9763 1.2776
6211320060........ ... 0.9763 1.2776
6211320070.......... . 0.9763 1.2776
6211320080........... 0.9763 1.2776
6211330010........... 0.3254 0.4258
6211330030........ ... 0.3905 0.5110
6211330035........ ... 0.3905 0.5110
6211330040........... 0.3905 0.5110
6211330050........ . 0.3905 0.5110
6211420010........ .. 1.0413 1.3826
6211420020........ ... 1.0413 1.3626
6211420025........ .. 1.1715 1.5330
6211420050........ ... 1.1715 1.5330
6211420060........ .. 1.0413 1.3626
6211420070........... 1.1715 1.5330
6211420080........ ... 1.1715 1.5330
6211430010........ ... 0.2603 0.3406
6211430030........... 0.2603 0.3406
6211430060........ .. 0.2603 0.3406
6211430090........... 0.2603 0.3406
6211490010........ ... 1.1214 1.4675
6212101020........... 0.2412 0.3156
6212102010........... 0.9646 1.2623
6212102020........... 0.2412 0.3156
6212200020........... 0.3014 0.3944
6212900010........... 0.7717 1.0098
6212900030........... 0.1929 0.2524
6213201000........... 1.1809 1.5453
6213202000........ ... 1.0628 1.3908
6213901000........... 0.4724 06182
6214101000........... 1.0965 1.4349
6214200000...____ 0.8951 1.1713
6214300000_____ 0.1206 0.1578
6214900010_____ 0.9043 1.1834
6215100040........... 0.9234 1.2084
6216001000........... 0.3617 0.4733
6216001510........... 0.3617 0.4733
6216002540_____ 0.1743 Q.2281
6216003810.... ....... 1.2451 1.6293
6216003820........... 1.2451 1.6293
6216004400_____ 0.5659 0.7405
6216004835........... 1.1319 1.4812
6216004845_____ 1.1319 1.4812
6216000000........... 1.2442 1.6282
6217100010........... 14)182 1.3324
6217100030........... 0.2546 0.3332
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Import Assessm en t T able— Continued
[Raw Cotton Fiber]

HTS classification Conversion
factor Cents/KG.

6217900075........... 1.0182 1.3324
6301200010........... 0.9219 1.2064
6301300010........... 0.8766 1.1471
6301300020........... 0.8766 1.1471
6301400010........... 1.0626 1.3905
6301400020........... 1.0626 1.3905
6302100010........... 1.1689 1.5296
6302212010........ . 1.1689 1.5296
6302212020........... 0.8182 1.0707
6302212030........... 1.1689 1.5296
6302212040........... 0.8182 1 0707
6302212060........... 0.8182 1.0707
6302222010........... 0.4091 0.5353
6302222020........... 0.4091 0.5353
6302311060........... 0.8182 1.0707
6302311090........... 0.8182 1.0707
6302312010........... 1.1689 1.5296
6302312020........... 0.8182 1.0707
6302312030........... 1.1689 1.5296
6302312040........... 0.8182 1.0707
6302312050........... 0.8182 1.0707
6302312060........... 0.8182 1.0707
6302312090........... 0.8182 1.0707
6302322020........... 0.4091 0.5353
6302322040........... 0.4091 0.5353
6302402010........... 0.9935 1.3001
6302402020........... 1.0626 1.3905
6302511000........... 0.5844 0.7647
6302512000........... 0.8766 1.1471
6302513000........... 0.5844 0.7647
6302514000........... 0.8182 1.0707
6302530010........... 1.0626 1.3905
6302530020........... 1.0626 1.3905
6302530030........... 1.0626 1.3905
6302590000........... 1.1189 1.4642
6302600010........... 1.1689 1.5296
6302600020........... 1.0520 1.3766
6302600030........... 1.0520 1.3766
6302910005........... 1.0520 1.3766
6302910015........... 1.1689 1.5296
6302910025........... 1.0520 1.3766
6302910035........... 1.0520 1.3766
6302910045........... 1.0520 1.3766
6302910050........... 1.0520 1.3766
6302910060........... 1.0520 1.3766
6303110000.......... 0.9248 1.2102
6303120000.......... 1.0626 1.3905
6303910000.......... 0.6429 0.8413
6303920000.......... 0.2922 0.3824
6304111000.......... 1.0404 1.3615
6304112000.......... 1.0626 1.3905
6304190500.......... 1.0520 1.3766
6304191000.......... 1.1689 1.5296
6304191500.......... 0.4091 0.5353
6304192000.......... 0.4091 0.5353
6304910020.......... 0.9351 1.2237
6304910040.......... 1.0626 1.3905
6304920000.......... 0.9351 1.2237
6304930000.......... 1.0626 1.3905
6304992000.......... 1.1680 1.5284

(4) Any entry of cotton that qualifies 
for informal entry according to 
regulations issued by the Customs 
Service will not be subject to the 
assessment.

(5) Imported textile articles assembled 
abroad in whole or in part of fabricated 
components, produced in the United 
States which:

(i) Were exported from the U.S. in 
condition ready for assembly without 
further fabrication.

(ii) Have not lost their physical 
identity in such articles by change in 
form, shape or otherwise, and

(iii) Have not been advanced in value 
or improved in condition abroad except 
by being assembled and except by 
operations incidental to the assembly 
process shall not be subject to 
assessments under this subpart. The 
specific HTS categories affected under 
this paragraph are 9802.00.8010, 
9802.00.8040, and 9802.00.8060.

(6) Imported cotton and products may 
be exempted by the Cotton Board from 
assessment under this paragraph. Such 
imported cotton and products may 
include, but are not limited to cotton and 
the cotton content of products which is 
U.S. produced cotton, or cotton other 
than Upland cotton.

(i) A request for such exemption must 
be submitted to the Cotton Board by the 
importer, prior to the importation of the 
cotton or cotton product. The Cotton 
Board will then issue, if deemed 
appropriate, a numbered certificate. The 
exemption number should be entered on 
the Customs entry documentation.

(ii) The request for exemption should 
include:

(A) The name, address, and importer 
identification number for the importer;

(B) The HTS classification of the 
imported product;

(C) Weight of the product for which 
the exemption is sought;

(D) Estimated date of entry;
(E) Commercial invoices or other such 

documentation indicating the origin of 
production or type of the cotton fiber 
used to produce the imported product;

(F) Manufacturer’s descriptions of the 
imported product.

6. Section 1205.511 "Payment and 
collection” is revised to read as follows:
§ 1205.511 Payment and collection.

(a) The $1 per bale assessment shall 
be paid by:

(1) The producer of the cotton to the 
collecting handler designated in
§ 1205.512, and

(2) The importer of cotton to the 
Customs Service as provided in
§ 1205.513.

(b) The supplemental assessment 
shall be paid by:

(1) The producer of the cotton to the 
collecting handler designated in
§ 1205.514, and

(2) The importer of cotton to the 
Customs Service as described in
§ 1205.515.

(c) If more than one person subject to 
assessment shares in the proceeds 
received from a bale or bale equivalent, 
each such person is obligated to pay 
that portion of the assessment that is

equivalent to that person’s proportionate 
share of the proceeds.

(d) Failure of the handler to collect the 
assessments on each bale shall not 
relieve the handler of the handler’s 
obligation to remit the assessments to 
the Cotton Board as required in 
§§ 1205.512,1205.513 and 1205.516.

7. In 1 1205.512 "Collecting handlers 
and the time of collection of $1 per bale 
assessment” paragraph (h) is revised to 
read as follows:
§ 1205.512 Collecting handlers and the 
time of collection of the $1 per bale 
assessment.

Collecting handlers and the time of 
collecting the $1 per bale assessment 
shall be as follows:
*  *  *  *  *

(h) In the event of a producer’s death, 
bankruptcy, receivership, or incapacity 
to act, the representative of such 
producer, or the producer’s estate, or the 
person acting on behalf of creditors, 
shall be considered the producer for the 
purposes of this section.

8. In § 1205.513 "Collecting handlers 
and time of collection of the 
supplemental assessment” paragraph (k) 
is revised to read as follows:
§ 1205.513 Collecting handlers and the 
time of collection of the supplemental 
assessment
* * * * *

(k) In the event of a producer’s death, 
bankruptcy, receivership, or incapacity 
to act, the representative of such 
producer or the producer’s estate, or the 
person acting on behalf of creditors, 
shall be considered the producer for the 
purposes of this section.
§ 1205.516 [Redesignated as § 1205.518]

9. Section 1205.516 "Receipts for 
payment of assessments” is 
redesignated as § 1205.518.
§ 1205.514 [Redesignated as § 1205.516]

10. Section 1205.514 “Reports and 
remittance to the Cotton Board” is 
redesignated as § 1205.516 and revised 
to read as follows:
§ 1205.516 Reports and remittance to the 
Cotton Board.

(a) H a n d le r  R e p o r ts  a n d  R e m itta n c e s .  
Each collecting handler shall transmit 
assessments to the Cotton Board as 
follows:

(l) R e p o r tin g  p e r io d s .  Each calendar 
month shall be a reporting period and 
the period shall end on the close of 
business on the last day of the month.

(2) R e p o r ts .  Each collecting handler 
shall make reports on forms made 
available or approved by the Cotton 
Board. Each report shall be mailed to the
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Cotton Board and postmarked within 10 
days after the close of the reporting 
period.

(i) Collecting handler report. Each 
collecting handler shall prepare a 
separate report form each reporting 
period for each gin from which such 
handler handles cotton on which the 
handler is required to collect the 
assessments during the reporting period. 
Each report shall be mailed in duplicate 
to the Cotton Board and shall contain 
the following information:

(A} Date of report;
(BJ Reporting period covered by 

report;
(C) Gin code number;
CD) Name and address of handler;
(E) Listing of all producers horn whom 

the handler was required to collect the 
assessments, their addresses, total 
number of bales, and total assessment 
collected and remitted for each 
producer;

(F) Date of last report remitting 
assessments to the Cotton Board

(ii) No Cotton Purchased Report. Each 
collecting handler shall submit a no 
cotton purchased report form for each 
reporting period in which no cotton was 
handled for which the handler is 
required to collect assessments during 
the reporting period. A collecting 
handler who handles cotton only during 
certain months shall file a final no 
cotton purchased report at the 
conclusion of such handler's marketing 
season. If a collecting handler handles 
cotton during any month following 
submission of the final report for the 
handler’s  marketing season, such 
handler shall send a collecting handler 
report and remittance to the Cotton 
Board by the 10th day of the month 
following the month in which cotton was 
handled. The no cotton purchased report 
shall be signed and dated by the handler 
or the handler’8 agent.

(3) Remittances. The collecting 
handler shall remit all assessments to 
the Cotton Board with the report 
required in paragraph (a)(2) of this 
section. All remittances sent to the 
Cotton Board by collecting handlers 
shall be made by check, draft, or money 
order payable to the order of the
Cotton Board”. All remittances shall be 

received subject to collection and 
payment at par.

(4) in terest and Late Payment 
Charges, (i) There shall be an interest 
charge, at rates prescribed by the Cotton 
Board with the approval of the 
Secretary, on any handler who is sent a 
second certified mail notice of past-due 
assessments from the Cotton Board in 
any one marketing year (August 1-July

(ii) In addition to the interest charge 
specified in paragraph (a)(4)(i) of this 
section, there shall be a late payment 
charge on any handler whose remittance 
is not received by the Cotton Board 
within 10 days after the close of the 
reporting period in which interest 
charges were first accrued. The late 
payment shall be 5 percent of the unpaid 
balance before interest charges have 
accrued.

(iii) The interest and late payment 
charges on the unremitted assessments 
for a particular reporting period will be 
applied from the first working day on or 
following the 20th day of the month in 
which the assessments were due.

(b) Importer Reports and Remittance. 
The United States Customs Service will 
transmit reports and assessments 
collected on imported cotton to the 
Agricultural Marketing Service 
according to the agreement between the 
Customs Service and the Agricultural 
Marketing Service. Upon the request of 
the Cotton Board, an importer shall file 
with the Board a report, for a period of 
time specified in the request, that 
includes the following information:

(1) The importer’8 name and address;
(2) The quantity of cotton and cotton 

products imported;
(3) The amount of the assessment paid 

on imported cotton and cotton products;
(4) The amount of imported cotton and 

cotton products on which the 
assessment was not paid to the Customs 
Service.

11. Section 1205.515 “Failure to report 
and remit” is redesignated as § 1205.517 
and revised to read as follows.
§ 1205.517 Failure to report and remit.

(a) Any collecting handler who fails to 
submit reports and remittances 
according to reporting periods and time 
schedules required in § 1205.518 shall be 
subject to appropriate action by the 
Cotton Board which may include one or 
more of the following actions:

(1) Audits of the collecting handler’s 
books and records to determine the 
amount owed the Cotton Board;

(2) Requirement that an escrow 
account for the deposit of assessments 
collected be established. Frequency and 
schedule of deposits and withdrawals 
from the escrow account shall be 
determined by the Cotton Board with 
the approval of the Secretary;

(3) Referral to the Secretary for 
appropriate enforcement action;

(4) Publication of a collecting 
handler’s name in accordance with the 
following provisions:

(i) The name of any collecting handler 
will be subject to publication if the 
collecting handler:

(A) Is sent two certified mail notices 
of past due assessments and/or 
collecting handler reports from the 
Cotton Board in any one marketing year 
(August 1-July 31), or

(B) Is required by the Cotton Board to 
establish an escrow account for 
depositing assessments, in accordance 
with paragraph (a)(2) of this section, and 
does not comply with the deposit 
procedures established by the Cotton 
Board with approval of the Secretary.

(ii) The name of any collecting 
handler who is subject to publication 
will be published by the Cotton Board 
with the approval of the Secretary in a 
monthly listing during the primary 
cotton marketing season (September 
through March) and a bimonthly listing 
during the remainder of the year. The 
published listing will be distributed by 
the Cotton Board.

(iii) The Cotton Board, with approval 
of the Secretary, may notify individual 
producers that the assessments 
collected by such producer's collecting 
handler, whose name is subject to 
publication in accordance with the 
provisions of paragraph (a)(4)(i) of this 
section, have not been remitted to the 
Cotton Board as required.

(b) Any importer who fails to submit,
(1) Reports to the Cotton Board 

pursuant to request made according to 
§ 1205.516 or

(2) Assessments to the Customs 
Service, shall be subject to one or more 
of the following actions:

(i) Audits of the importer’s books and 
records to determine the amount owed 
the Cotton Board.

(ii) A deduction for the amount of any 
unpaid assessment by the Customs 
Service from the importers surety bond.

(iii) Referral to the Secretary for 
appropriate enforcement action.

12. Section 1205.514 “Customs Service 
and the collection of the $1 per bale 
assessment” is added to read as follows:
§ 1205.514 Customs Service and the 
Collection of the $1 per bale assessment

Customs Service and the Collection of 
the $1 per bale assessment shall be as 
follows:

(a) Hie Customs Service will collect 
the assessment from the importer or 
from any person acting as principal, 
agent, broker or consignee for cotton or 
cotton-containing products produced 
outside the United States and imported 
into the United States. The Customs 
Service will collect the assessment on 
cotton and cotton-containing products 
identified by Harmonized Tariff 
Schedule heading numbers m 
§ 1205.510(b)(2) at the time of 
importation and forward such
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assessment as per the agreement 
between the United States Customs 
Service and the Department of 
Agriculture.

(b) In the event of an importer’s death, 
bankruptcy, receivership, or incapacity 
to act, the representative of such 
importer, or the importer’s estate, or the 
person acting on behalf of creditors, 
shall be considered the importer for the 
purposes of this section.

13. Section 1205.515 “Customs Service 
and collection of the supplemental 
assessment” is added to read as follows:
§ 1205.515 Customs Service and the 
collection of the supplemental assessment.

Customs Service and the collection of 
the supplemental assessment shall be as 
follows:

(a) The Customs Service will collect 
the supplemental assessment from any 
person acting as principal, agent, broker 
or consignee for cotton or cotton- 
containing products produced outside 
the United States and imported into the 
United States. Customs Service will 
collect the assessment on all cotton and 
cotton-containing products identified by 
Harmonized Tariff Schedule heading 
numbers in § 1205.510(b)(2) at the time 
of importation and forward such 
assessment as per the agreement 
between the United States Customs 
Service and the Department of 
Agriculture.

(b) In the event of an importer’s death, 
bankruptcy, receivership, or incapacity 
to act, the representative of such 
importer, or the importer’s estate, or the 
person acting on behalf of creditors, 
shall be considered the importer for the 
purposes of this section.
Reimbursements

14. Section 1205.520 “Procedure for 
obtaining refund” is revised to read as 
follows:
§ 1205.520 Procedure for obtaining 
reimbursement.

Each importer against who’s imports 
of cotton or cotton-containing products 
any assessments are made and collected 
may obtain a reimbursement on that 
portion of the assessment that was 
collected on cotton produced in the 
United States or cotton other than 
Upland cotton only by following the 
procedures prescribed in this section.

(a) Application form. An importer 
shall obtain a reimbursement 
application form from the Cotton Board. 
Such form may be obtained by written 
request to the Cotton Board and the 
request shall bear the importer’s 
signature or the importer’s properly- 
witnessed mark.
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(b) Submission Of Reimbursement 
Application to Cotton Board. Any 
importer requesting a reimbursement 
shall mail the application on the 
prescribed form to the Cotton Board.
The application shall be postmarked 
within 90 days from the date the 
assessments were paid on the cotton by 
such importer. The reimbursement 
application shall show.

(1) The importer’s name, address, 
phone number and Customs Service 
identification number;

(2) Weight of the cotton in each HTS 
category for which the reimbursement is 
requested:

(3) Subtotal amounts to be reimbursed 
for each HTS number and grand total to 
be reimbursed;

(4) Date or inclusive dates on which 
the assessments were paid;

(5) The name of the port of entry; and
(6) Certification by the importer that 

the cotton was grown in the U.S. or is 
other than Upland cotton.

(c) Where more than one importer 
shared in the assessment payment on 
cotton joint or separate reimbursement 
application forms may be filed. In any 
such case, the reimbursement 
application shall show the names, 
addresses and proportionate shares of 
assessments paid by all importers. The 
reimbursement application shall bear 
the signature of each importer seeking 
reimbursement.

(d) Proof o f  paym ent o f the 
assessm ent on U.S. produced or other 
than Upland cotton. A copy of the 
Customs entry form and the commercial 
invoice filed with the Customs Service 
shall accompany the importer’s 
reimbursement application. Within 60 
days from the date the properly 
executed application for reimbursement 
is received by the Cotton Board, the 
Cotton Board shall make reimbursement 
to the importer. For joint applications, 
the reimbursement shall be made 
payable to all eligible importers signing 
the reimbursement application. 
Documentation submitted with 
reimbursement applications shall not be 
returned to the importer.
Warehouse Receipts

15. Section 1205,525 “Entry of gin code 
number” is revised to read as follows:
§ 1205.525 Entry of gin code number.

The warehouse that first receives a 
bale for storage after ginning shall enter 
the gin code number of the gin at which 
the bale was ginned on the warehouse 
receipt issued for the bale.
Reports and Records

16. Section 1205.530 "Gin reports and 
reporting schedule” is amended by

1991 / Proposed Rules

revising paragraph (a)(2) to read as 
follows:
§ 1205.530 Gin reports and reporting 
schedule.

(a) * * *
(2) C e r t i f i c a te  in  L ie u  o f  E n d -o f-  

S e a s o n  R e p o r t .  If a gin is the collecting 
handler on every bale ginned at such gin 
and collecting handler reports and 
remittances of assessments have been 
made in accordance with § 1205.516, a 
certification to that effect may be made 
to the Cotton Board in lieu of an end-of- 
season report.
* * * * *

17. Section 1205.531 “Records” is 
revised to read as follows:

§ 1205.531 Records.
Each handler or importer required to 

make reports pursuant to this subpart 
shall maintain such books and records 
as are necessary to verify the reports.

18. Section 1205.532 “Retention period 
for reports and records” is revised to 
read as follows:

§ 1205.532 Retention period for reports 
and records.

Each handler and importer required to 
make reports pursuant to this subpart 
shall retain for at least 2 years beyond 
the marketing year of their applicability:

(a) One copy of the report made to the 
(Cotton Board; and

(b) Such books and records as are 
necessary to verify such reports.

19. Section 1205.533 "Availability of 
Reports and Records” is revised to read 
as follows:

§ 1205.533 Availability of reports and 
records.

Each handler and importer required to 
make reports pursuant to this subpart 
shall make available for inspection by 
the Cotton Board, including its 
designated employees, and the 
Secretary any reports, hooks, or records 
required under this subpart.
Confidential Information

20. Section 1205.540 “Confidential 
Books, Records, and Reports” is revised 
to read as follows:

§ 1205.540 Confidential books, records, 
and reports.

All information obtained from the 
books, records, and reports of handlers 
and importers shall be kept confidential 
in the manner and to the extent 
provided for in § 1205.340 of this part.
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Dated: December 6,1991.
)o Ann R. Smith,
A ssistan t S ecretary, M arketin g  a n d  
Inspection S ervices.

[FR Doc. 91-30001 Filed 12-16-91; 8;45 am] 
SiLUNQ CODE 3410-02-M

DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY

Interna! Revenue Service

26 CFR Part 301

(GL-174-8SJ

RIN 1545-AN47

Sale of Seized Property; Hearing 
Cancellation

agency: Internal Revenue Service, 
Treasury.
action: Cancellation of notice of public 
hearing on proposed regulations.

summary: This document provides 
notice of cancellation of public hearing 
on proposed Income Tax Regulation that 
relates to the request for the sale of 
seized property under section 6335(f) of 
the Internal Revenue Code of 1986.
dates: The public hearing originally 
scheduled for Tuesday, December 17, 
1991, beginning at 10 a.m. is cancelled.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 
Felicia A. Daniels of the Regulations 
Unit, Assistant Chief Counsel 
(corporate), 202-566-3935 (not toll-free 
number).
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: The 
subject of the public hearing is proposed 
regulations under section 6335(f) of the 
Internal Revenue Code of 1986. A notice 
of public hearing appearing in the 
Federal Register for Wednesday,
October 9,1991 (56 FR 50833), 
announced that the public hearing on 
the proposed regulations would be held 
on December 17,1991, beginning at 10 
a.m. in the Internal Revenue Service 
Building, second floor, room 2615,1111 
Constitution Avenue, NW., Washington, 
DC 20224.

The public hearing scheduled for 
Tuesday, December 17,1991, has been 
cancelled. .
Dale D. Goode,
Federal R eg is te r  L iaison  O fficer, A ss is ta n t  
C hief C ounsel ( Corporate).
(FR Doc. 91-30185 Filed 12-13-91; 12:40 pm] 
MUiNQ CODE 4S30-01-M

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 
AGENCY

40 CFR Parts 80 and 86 

[FRL-4083-7]

Control of Air Pollution From New 
Motor Vehicles and New Motor Vehicle 
Engines: Evaporative Emission 
Regulations for Gasoline* and 
Methanol-Fueled Light-Duty Vehicles 
and Light-Duty Trucks and Heavy-Duty 
Vehicles

AGENCY: Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA).
ACTION: Notice of public workshop and 
report availability;

SUMMARY: This notice announces the 
availability of a new technical report 
and the time and place for a public 
workshop related to EPA's proposed 
evaporative emission control 
regulations. In addition, draft 
regulations and draft supporting 
analyses related to the test procedures 
are available for public review. This 
notice seeks comment, both oral and 
written, on the report, regulations, and 
supporting analyses.
DATES: The public workshop will be 
held on January 8,1992. It will start at 9 
a.m. and will continue throughout the 
day as long as necessary to complete 
testimony. Comments will be accepted 
until January 22,1992.
ADDRESSES: The public workshop will 
be at Activities Hall, Domino's Farms,
24 Frank Lloyd Wright Dr., Ann Arbor, 
Michigan 48105 (telephone 313-930- 
5032). Interested parties may submit 
written comments (in duplicate if 
possible) to Public Docket No. A-89-18, 
at: Air Docket Section (LE-131), U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency, 
Attention: Docket No. A-89-18, First 
Floor, Waterside Mall, rm. M-1500, 401 
M Street, SW., Washington, DC 20460.

Materials related to this rulemaking 
have been placed in Docket A-89-18 by 
EPA. The docket is located at the above 
address and may be inspected between 
8:30 a.m. and noon and between 1:30 
p.m. and 3:30 p.m., Monday through 
Friday. EPA may charge a reasonable 
fee for copying docket materials.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Mr. Alan Stout, Standards Development 
and Support Branch, Emission Control 
Technology Division, U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, 2565 
Plymouth Road, Ann Arbor, Michigan 
48105. Telephone: (313) 741-7805.

For copies of support documents, 
contact: Ms. Margaret Borushko, (313) 
668-4272.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: On 
January 19,1990 EPA published a Notice 
of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM) 
detailing a revised procedure to test 
vehicles for evaporative emissions (55 
FR 1914). The test included an initial 
step to load the evaporative canister to 
breakthrough, then the exhaust emission 
test, followed by repeated high- 
temperature diurnal heat builds. The test 
also included provisions to ensure that 
vehicles could control running losses. 
The NPRM also requested comment on 
an alternative “real time" test concept 
advanced by General Motors (GM).

In response to the comments received 
following the January 1990 NPRM, EPA 
subsequently held a public workshop to 
provide further opportunity for comment 
on several possible modifications to the 
proposed test procedure. These 
modifications included the addition of 
running loss and resting loss tests to the 
end of the procedure, as well as various 
adjustments to the method of testing.
The workshop also provided an 
additional opportunity for comment on 
the GM real time test.

More recently, EPA has completed a 
draft analysis related to the GM real 
time test which supports a revised 
sequencing of test segments of the GM 
test (“Emission Evaluation of the GM 
Real Time Evaporative Test 
Procedure”). The necessary revision to 
the GM sequence makes it consistent 
with the sequence presented and 
commented on at the December 1990 
public workshop. Because of the 
importance of this issue, the Agency has 
decided once again to open the 
rulemaking record and hold an 
additional public workshop for the 
purpose of presenting and receiving 
comment on its analysis.

EPA is also providing the public the 
opportunity to review staff positions on 
several other issues, each of which has 
been commented on previously. These 
staff positions are discussed in a 
technical report, entitled 
“Supplementary Information—EPA 
Proposal for Control of Evaporative 
Emissions.” Also, EPA staff have 
drafted more detailed regulations for the 
test procedure options. All these 
documents are available for public 
inspection in the public docket (see 
“ADDRESSES” above). One outcome of 
EPA's rulemaking could be that EPA 
would adopt test procedures, such as 
described in the draft regulations, which 
are different from those adopted by 
GARB. EPA requests comment on such 
an outcome, and ways to minimize its 
impact if it occurred.


